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The effective way of allocation of viscous oil dampers (capacity or size) is believed to 
place dampers to the stories which exhibit large interstory drifts.  It is shown here that, while 
this understanding is almost true in rather low or medium-rise buildings, the distribution of 
the maximum interstory velocities plays a critical role in super high-rise buildings.  It is 
further demonstrated that a large distribution of the maximum interstory velocities can be 
observed in lower stories in super high-rise buildings and this leads to a large demand of the 
maximum damping force in lower stories.  It is concluded that the demand of relief forces of 
oil dampers is expressed in terms of (a) the maximum story shear forces of a frame without oil 
dampers which can be evaluated by the response spectrum method or other conventional 
methods, (b) the damper damping ratio, (c) the damping correction factor and (d) the 
higher-mode correction factor. 
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There are a variety of passive dampers for building structures under earthquake ground 
motions [1-4].  Hysteretic steel dampers (shear deformation type, buckling restrained type), 
viscous wall-type dampers, viscous oil dampers, visco-elastic dampers, friction dampers are 
representative ones.  Recently viscous oil dampers (called oil dampers hereafter) are often 
used from the viewpoints of stable mechanical properties, low frequency and temperature 
dependencies and cost effectiveness, etc. together with hysteretic steel dampers. 
Many research works have been accumulated so far on the damper optimization [4-17], 
i.e. damper size and location.  While most of them deal with linear responses, quite a few 
treat non-linear responses in building structures or dampers [11, 18, 19].  However, there is 
no research except [20] on the optimization of location and quantity of dampers which deals 
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directly with non-linear responses and includes simple and systematic algorithms.  Although 
simple and systematic algorithms for damper optimization are useful in research, more 
simplified procedures are desired in the usual structural design practice. 
The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate that the distribution of the maximum 
interstory velocities is a key index for evaluating the along-height effectiveness and demand 
of viscous-type oil dampers and its distribution exhibits special characteristics depending on 
the number of stories of building frames to be considered.  A simplified evaluation 
procedure of the demand of oil dampers is also presented.  It will be shown that the demand 
of relief forces of oil dampers is expressed in terms of (a) the maximum story shear forces of 
a frame without oil dampers which can be evaluated by the response spectrum method or 
other conventional methods, (b) the damper damping ratio, (c) the damping correction factor 
and (d) the higher-mode correction factor. 
Most structural engineers seek for the design procedure to evaluate the required damper 
capacity (damping coefficient and relief force in the case of viscous oil dampers) directly 
from the frame response without dampers.  Since the existence of two parameters, damping 
coefficient and relief force, seems to cause a difficulty in investigating the simplified design 
method for oil dampers, the distribution of damping coefficients is limited to a frame stiffness 
proportional one.  It is also well known that the capacity of oil dampers depends mainly on 
the relief force (or the limiting damping force) and not on the damping coefficient [20].  It is 
pointed out in this paper that special characteristics on the effective location and demand of 
viscous oil dampers can be observed especially in super high-rise buildings and these 
characteristics can be explained by paying attention to the distribution of the maximum 
interstory velocities, not the distribution of the maximum interstory drifts. 
Once the required linear damper capacity is obtained, it is known [20, 21] that the 
specification of the reduction ratio of the relief force from the corresponding linear damping 
force is possible so as not to change the displacement response of building frames including 
dampers with the relief mechanism from that of building frames including linear dampers. 
 
2. Frame including oil dampers with relief mechanism 
Consider oil dampers with a relief mechanism [20, 21] and a planar frame model with 
those oil dampers.  The damping force - velocity relation of the oil damper is shown in Fig.1. 
Let 1 ,j ic  denote the damping coefficient of the oil damper in the j-th story and i-th span under the relief force and 2 ,j ic  denote that beyond the relief force.  The relief force and the 
angle of the oil damper from the horizontal line are denoted by ,Rj id  and ,j iφ , respectively.  
The ratio of 2 ,j ic  to 1 ,j ic  is usually specified as 0.05-0.10.  Let , maxj if  denote the 
maximum damping force of the oil damper in the j-th story and i-th span and let , maxLj if  
denote the maximum damping force of the ‘linear oil damper’ in the j-th story and i-th span.  












=  (1) 
 
This damping force limit ratio plays an important role in the design of oil dampers.  From 
Eq.(1), the relief force can be expressed in terms of the damping force limit ratio ,j iL  and 
the maximum damping force , maxLj if  of the linear oil damper.    
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 , , , maxRj i j i Lj id L f=  (2)  
It is well recognized [20, 21] that, when 0.5-1.0 is employed as ,j iL , the frame including the 
oil dampers with the relief mechanism exhibits almost the same performance (horizontal 
displacement, etc.) as the frame including the oil dampers without the relief mechanism, i.e. 
linear oil dampers. 
Because it is well known that, when a sufficient supporting member stiffness is used, the 
viscous oil damper exhibits a sufficient performance with respect to its relative velocity of 
member ends [22], it is assumed here that the oil damper shows the complete performance 
with its relative velocity of both member ends including the supporting members. 
 
3. Prediction of maximum damping force of linear oil damper from story shear force in 
frame without oil damper 
In the field of structural control by passive dampers, the ratio of the force sustained by 
passive dampers to the total story shear force (or the story shear force at the main frame) is a 
good measure of the effect of passive dampers.  It is therefore reasonable to relate the force 
sustained by passive dampers to the total story shear force.  The approximation of the 
maximum interstory velocity in terms of the maximum interstory drift (harmonic vibration 
approximation) makes it possible to express the maximum damping force in terms of the 
maximum interstory drift.  The following formulation is based on this concept. 
Let (1)ω  and maxfjδ  denote the fundamental natural circular frequency and the 
maximum interstory drift in the j-th story of the frame without oil dampers.  Assume that the 
maximum interstory velocity can be evaluated approximately by (1) maxfjω δ .  Then the 




max 1 maxLj j fjf c ω δ=  (3) 
 
Although the maximum interstory drift of the frame without oil dampers may be different 
from that of the frame with oil dampers, the influence will be considered later.  The damping 
coefficient with respect to the horizontal direction of an oil damper is assumed to be 









=  (4) 
 
where (1)dh  is the lowest-mode damping ratio of oil dampers.  The present paper is aimed 
at discussing the demand of the maximum damping forces of oil dampers.  While the damper 
damping coefficients may be related indirectly to these maximum damping forces, it seems 
that the relief forces are related directly to these maximum damping forces. 




max max2Lj d fj fjf h k δ=  (5) 
 
The story shear force maxfjQ  of the building frame without oil dampers can be expressed 






max max2Lj d fjf h Q=  (6) 
 
4. Numerical examples 
4-1 Frame model and input ground motion 
Consider 10-story, 20-story, 40-story and 60-story steel building frames.  10 and 
20-story frames have three spans and 40 and 60-story frames have 5 spans.  The geometrical 
properties and the fundamental natural periods of these frames are shown in Fig.2.  The 
member cross-sectional properties are presented in Tables 1(a), 2(a), 3(a), 4(a).  It is assumed 
in the present numerical examples that two oil dampers are placed in the middle span as 
shown in Fig.2.  The structural damping matrix of the main frame is assumed to be 
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where (1)sh  is the lowest-mode structural damping ratio of the main frame.  In Eqs.(4, 5), 
the story stiffness fjk  is to be evaluated by the following equation in which 
(1)ω  and (1)iu  
are the fundamental natural circular frequency and the lowest eigenmode of the frame model 






















??  (8) 
 
In Eq.(8), N is the number of stories.  This is an inverse problem in which a set of story 
stiffnesses is determined from the lowest eigenpair of the fundamental natural circular 
frequency and the lowest eigenmode.  The damper damping coefficient with respect to the 










c φ=  (9) 
 
This value is shown in Tables 1(b), 2(b), 3(b), 4(b) together with fjk  in Eq.(8). 
Fig.3 shows the ratio of the shear deformation to the interstory drift in a building frame 
with three damper levels ( (1) 0.05,0.10,0.15dh = ).  The shear deformation can be evaluated 
by extracting the bending-deformation component shown in Fig.4 from the total interstory 
drift. 
The damping ratio can be specified by structural designers.  The structural designers 
usually determine the damping ratio judging from the target response at which the structural 
designers aim.  For example, once the target response (e.g. maximum interstory drift) is 
specified, the lowest-mode damping ratio of linear oil dampers can be obtained through a few 
numerical investigations.  After the lowest-mode damping ratio of linear oil dampers is 




El Centro NS 1940, Taft EW 1952 and Hachinohe NS 1968 with the maximum ground 
velocity of 0.5(m/s) are used as the input ground motions.  This level is called ‘Level 2 
(Lv.2)’ in Japan for structural design of super high-rise buildings.  Because similar 
tendencies were observed for these three ground motions, only the result for El Centro NS 
1940 will be shown in Sections 4-2, 4-3, 4-4.  The frequency contents of earthquake ground 
motions affect the vibration modes amplified during earthquakes.  In the conventional 
(ordinary) ground motions, higher modes are somewhat amplified in high-rise buildings.  
This phenomenon is treated in the present paper.  However, in long-period ground motions 
which are controversial in Japan, higher modes may not be influential in high-rise buildings. 
 
4-2 Maximum horizontal damping force maxLjf  in linear oil damper and its 
approximate prediction (1) max2 d fjh Q  
The maximum horizontal damping force maxLjf  of both linear oil dampers in the j-th 
story can be obtained from the maximum damping force , maxLj if  of one linear oil damper in 
the j-th story. 
 
 max , max ,2 cosLj Lj i j if f φ=  (10)  
Fig.5 shows the maximum horizontal damping force maxLjf  in the linear oil damper and its 
approximate prediction (1) max2 d fjh Q .  While a fairly good correspondence can be seen in 
the 10-story frame, it is also understood that a correction should be made in other frames of 
different number of stories (20, 40, 60-story) depending on the damper level.  Amplification 
of damping force in lower stories should also be amended. 
 
4-3 Maximum interstory drift and maximum interstory velocity of building frame with 
linear oil damper 
In order to examine the influence of the maximum interstory drifts and the maximum 
interstory velocities on the maximum horizontal damping force of oil dampers, those 
quantities have been computed for frames without oil dampers and those with 15% linear 
damping. 
Fig.6 illustrates the maximum interstory drift and maximum interstory velocity of 
building frames without and with linear oil dampers.  It is observed that a peculiarly large 
interstory velocity can be seen in lower stories in 40 and 60-story frames. 
Fig.7 shows the absolute distribution of the interstory eigenmode of the building frame 
without oil dampers multiplied by its participation factor.  It can be concluded that the 
superposition of interstory-drift eigenmodes in lower stories is the main reason of the 
amplification of the maximum interstory velocities in lower stories in 40 and 60-story frames.  
This greatly influences the along-height effectiveness of oil dampers in super high-rise 
building frames. 
Super high-rise buildings can be modeled by a cantilever beam with ‘shear deformation’.  
Even if a building becomes taller, the deformation in lower stories are governed by shear 
deformation and bending deformation.  For comparison purpose, a cantilever beam without 
shear deformation has been analyzed for a 60-story frame.  Fig.A1(a) in appendix shows the 
participation vector for the first four eigenmodes and Fig.A1(b) illustrates the absolute values 
of interstory drift participation vectors for the first four eigenmodes.  Fig.A1(b) corresponds 
to Fig.7(d).  Usual oil dampers are effective only for shear deformation, not bending 
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deformation.  Although a cantilever beam without shear deformation can be analyzed rather 
easily using a continuum theory as shown above, the cantilever with shear deformation cannot 
be analyzed easily to the best of the authors’ knowledge.  The ratio of shear deformation to 
bending deformation depends on the story level.  In lower stories, the ratio of shear 
deformation to bending one is large.  In addition, usual building frames have a large 
difference of story stiffnesses in the lower stories and the upper stories as seen from Tables 
1(b), 2(b), 3(b), 4(b).  These indicate that, while a continuum approach based on the model 
with constant cross-section provides some interesting results, careful analysis and evaluation 
of the results are necessary. 
 
4-4 Maximum horizontal damping force maxLjf  in linear oil damper and its 
approximate prediction (1) max(2 )d fjZ h Q  in terms of damping correction factor Z 
Because it was made clear that the damping level of oil dampers is a key parameter for 
correcting the relation between the maximum horizontal damping force maxLjf  in the linear 










(1)0.2 1.2dZ Nh= − +  for N=10 and 20 (12) 
 
 1Z =  for N=40 and 60 (13) 
 
Fig.8 shows the maximum horizontal damping force maxLjf  in linear oil dampers and 
its approximate prediction (1) max(2 )d fjZ h Q  (El Centro NS 1940 (Lv.2)).  The influence of damping level has been included appropriately.  However the amplification of the maximum 
horizontal damping force in lower stories is not yet reflected in super high-rise buildings. 
 
4-5 Maximum horizontal damping force maxLjf  in linear oil damper and its 
approximate prediction (1) max{ (2 )}j d fjY Z h Q  in terms of damping correction factor Z 
and higher-mode correction factor jY  
In order to amend the amplification of the maximum horizontal damping force in lower 
stories, a new coefficient jY  is introduced for 20, 40 and 60-story frames.  This correction 
is made only for high-rise buildings, i.e. 1( 1, , )jY j N= =   for 10-story frames.  This 





1 2 3 4 5 ( 1,2, , 2 : number of stories)jY C j C j C j C j C j N N= + + + + = =?  (14) 
 
The coefficients Z  and jY  are summarized as follows. 
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The coefficients 1 5, ,C C ? for three damper levels have been obtained by the 
least-squares procedure for El Centro NS 1940, Taft EW 1952 and Hachinohe NS 1968 with 
the maximum ground velocity of 0.5(m/s).  The mean values of the coefficients for these 
three ground motions are shown in Table 5 and used in the comparison with the maximum 
horizontal damping force maxLjf  in the linear oil damper under these three ground motions.  
It can be summarized that, in low and medium-rise buildings, the effect of higher modes on 
responses (interstory drift, interstory velocity) is smaller than high-rise buildings.  This fact 
can also be observed from Eq.(17), i.e. the amplification due to higher-mode effect is not seen 
in 10-story buildings. 
Fig.9 shows the maximum horizontal damping force maxLjf  in the linear oil damper 
and its approximate prediction (1) max{ (2 )}j d fjY Z h Q  under El Centro NS 1940 (Lv.2).  
Fig.10 illustrates the maximum horizontal damping force maxLjf  in the linear oil damper and 
its approximate prediction (1) max{ (2 )}j d fjY Z h Q  under Taft EW 1952 (Lv.2).  Fig.11 
presents the maximum horizontal damping force maxLjf  in the linear oil damper and its 
approximate prediction (1) max{ (2 )}j d fjY Z h Q  under Hachinohe NS 1968 (Lv.2).  It can be 
observed that the approximate prediction (1) max{ (2 )}j d fjY Z h Q  with the appropriate 
coefficients jY  provides a reasonable accuracy on the maximum horizontal damping force 
maxLjf  in the linear oil damper under representative three recorded ground motions except 
the 20-story frame under Hachinohe NS 1968 (Lv.2).  The fundamental natural period 2.49s 
of the 20-story frame is close to the predominant period of Hachinohe NS 1968 (Lv.2).  
Therefore the response amplification in this case is quite large especially in the frame with a 
small damping (i.e. without oil dampers).  The damping correction factor Z given by Eqs.(12, 
13) should be revised in such a case.   
Fig.12 presents the comparison among maxLjf  in linear oil damper and its approximate 
predictions (1) max{ (2 )}j d fjY Z h Q  and 
* (1)
max{ (2 )}j d fjY Z h Q .  The revised damping 
correction factor *Z  is given by 
 
 ( )(1)0.5 0.5 0.2 1.2dZ Z Nh∗ = = − +  (18)  
This correction has been made based on the amplification at 2.49s in the displacement and 
acceleration response spectra for damping ratios 0.02 and 0.07 for Hachinohe NS 1968 (Lv.2).  
This is because the normalization of Z has been made for the added damping ration of 0.05.  
It can be seen that this revision is acceptable. 
The flowchart for evaluation of the demand relief forces of oil dampers is shown in 
??
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Fig.13.  As stated before, once the demand linear damper capacity (maximum damping 
force) is obtained, it is known [20, 21] that the specification of the reduction ratio, i.e. 0.5-1.0, 
of the relief force from the corresponding linear damping force is possible so as not to change 
the response of building frames including dampers with the relief mechanism from that of 
building frames including linear dampers.  From the economical point of view, the reduction 
factor 0.5 is recommended. 
As for the effect of properties of frames on the correction measures, there are various 
properties of frames and it seems difficult to derive certain conclusions. 
 
4-6 Effect of frame yielding and concentrated damper allocation 
The consideration of yielding of frame members may lead to the amplification of 
interstory drift and interstory velocity.  This may also yield to the amplification of the 
demand of the maximum damping force of linear oil dampers and the relief forces of oil 
dampers [23].  A more detailed investigation is necessary for clarifying the relation between 
yielding of frame members and oil damper demand. 
A method for finding the optimal allocation (determination of relief force) of oil 
dampers has been proposed in the reference [20].  As a result, oil dampers are optimally 
located at lower stories and upper stories.  In the reference [20], the reason was not clear.  It 
seems that one of the reasons has been made clear in the present paper (Section 4-5). 
 
5. Conclusions 
The following conclusions have been obtained. 
(1) While it is widely believed that the effective way of allocation of viscous oil dampers is to 
place dampers to the stories which exhibit large interstory drifts, this applies only to rather 
low-rise or medium-rise buildings and the distribution of the maximum interstory 
velocities plays an important and key role in super high-rise buildings. 
(2) An unexpectedly large distribution of the maximum interstory velocities can be observed 
in lower stories in super high-rise buildings and this fact influences greatly the effective 
location of viscous oil dampers. 
(3) It has been shown that the demand of relief forces of oil dampers is expressed in terms of 
(a) the maximum story shear forces of a frame without oil dampers which can be 
evaluated by the response spectrum method or other conventional methods, (b) the 
damper damping ratio, (c) the damping correction factor Z and (d) the higher-mode 
correction factor jY .  The damping correction factor should be revised when a situation 
similar to resonance occurs. 
 
The oil damper is being used as an effective tool for retrofitting the super high-rise 
building especially for long-period ground motions [24-29].  It is expected that the proposed 
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Appendix: Reference continuum model without shear deformation 
In order to compare with the corresponding continuum model, a bending beam without 
??
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shear deformation is analyzed.  A 60-story frame model is taken as a comparison model 
(fundamental natural period=7.19s, height=240m).  Fig.A1(a) shows the participation 
vectors for the first four eigenmodes and Fig.A1(b) illustrates the absolute values of interstory 
participation vectors for the first four eigenmodes.  Fig.A1(b) corresponds to Fig.7(d) for a 
frame model.  It can be observed that, although the height-wise variation of cross-section 
(story stiffness) and shear deformation are not considered here, Fig.A1(b) exhibits a tendency 
similar to Fig.7(d) for a 60-story frame. 
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Table 1(a) Member properties of frame (10-story)  
Story no. 4(mm )bI  
4(mm )cI  
2(mm )cA
1~5 2.92?109 2.16?109 46464 
6~10 1.72?109 1.90?109 40356 
 
Table 1(b) Story stiffness and damping coefficient of oil damper (10-story)  
Story no. fjk  (kN/mm) 
1 ,2 (kN s/mm)jc ⋅  
(1) 5%dh =
(1) 10%dh =
(1) 15%dh =  
1 182 4.64 9.27 13.9 
2 119 3.05 6.10 9.15 
3 113 2.89 5.77 8.66 
4 110 2.82 5.63 8.45 
5 106 2.72 5.44 8.16 
6 87.7 2.24 4.48 6.72 
7 75.0 1.91 3.83 5.74 
8 71.0 1.81 3.63 5.44 
9 66.6 1.70 3.40 5.10 
10 54.0 1.38 2.76 4.14  
Table 2(a) Member properties of frame (20-story)  
Story no. 4(mm )bI  
4(mm )cI  
2(mm )cA
1~5 4.11?109 7.04?109 80864 
6~10 2.92?109 3.64?109 55264 
11~15 2.92?109 2.16?109 46464 
16~20 1.72?109 1.90?109 40356 
 
Table 2(b) Story stiffness and damping coefficient of oil damper (20-story)  
Story no. fjk  (kN/mm) 
1 ,2 (kN s/mm)jc ⋅  
(1) 5%dh =
(1) 10%dh =
(1) 15%dh =  
1 396 18.1 36.1 54.2 
2 220 10.0 20.1 30.1 
3 195 8.88 17.8 26.6 
4 184 8.41 16.8 25.2 
5 175 7.98 16.0 23.9 
6 134 6.13 12.3 18.4 
7 119 5.45 10.9 16.3 
8 114 5.22 10.4 15.7 
9 111 5.07 10.1 15.2 
10 108 4.91 9.82 14.7 
11 92.1 4.21 8.41 12.6 
12 89.2 4.07 8.14 12.2 
13 86.2 3.94 7.87 11.8 
14 82.8 3.78 7.56 11.3 
15 78.2 3.57 7.13 10.7 
16 65.0 2.97 5.93 8.90 
17 54.8 2.50 5.00 7.51 
18 48.8 2.23 4.45 6.68 
19 40.8 1.86 3.73 5.59 
20 26.9 1.23 2.45 3.68 
???
?
Table 3(a) Member properties of frame (40-story)  
Story no. 4(mm )bI  
4(mm )cI  
2(mm )cA
1~10 6.94?109 26.2?109 171900 
11~20 3.91?109 21.0?109 135100 
21~30 3.23?109 7.77?109 77500 
31~40 3.23?109 2.60?109 46400 
 
Table 3(b) Story stiffness and damping coefficient of oil damper (40-story)  
Story no. fjk  (kN/mm) 
1 ,3(kN s/mm)jc ⋅  
(1) 5%dh =
(1) 10%dh =
(1) 15%dh =  
1 1442 105 210 316 
2 707 51.6 103 155 
3 592 43.2 86.4 130 
4 552 40.2 80.5 121 
5 531 38.7 77.4 116 
6 516 37.6 75.2 113 
7 503 36.7 73.3 110 
8 489 35.7 71.4 107 
9 472 34.4 68.9 103 
10 443 32.3 64.6 96.8 
11 371 27.0 54.0 81.1 
12 319 23.2 46.5 69.7 
13 299 21.8 43.6 65.5 
14 290 21.1 42.3 63.4 
15 284 20.7 41.4 62.1 
16 279 20.4 40.7 61.1 
17 275 20.1 40.1 60.2 
18 271 19.8 39.5 59.3 
19 266 19.4 38.8 58.2 
20 259 18.9 37.8 56.7 
21 223 16.3 32.6 48.8 
22 209 15.3 30.5 45.8 
23 203 14.8 29.7 44.5 
24 199 14.5 29.1 43.6 
25 196 14.3 28.6 42.8 
26 192 14.0 28.0 42.0 
27 188 13.7 27.5 41.2 
28 184 13.4 26.9 40.3 
29 180 13.1 26.2 39.3 
30 174 12.7 25.3 38.0 
31 141 10.3 20.5 30.8 
32 136 9.93 19.9 29.8 
33 131 9.57 19.1 28.7 
34 125 9.14 18.3 27.4 
35 118 8.62 17.2 25.9 
36 110 8.00 16.0 24.0 
37 98.9 7.21 14.4 21.6 
38 85.0 6.20 12.4 18.6 
39 66.3 4.83 9.66 14.5 
40 39.3 2.87 5.73 8.60 
???
?
Table 4(a) Member properties of frame (60-story) 
 
Story no. 4(mm )bI  
4(mm )cI  
2(mm )cA
1~10 12.5?109 50.8?109 230000 
11~20 5.62?109 28.7?109 190000 
21~30 4.40?109 17.0?109 137600 
31~40 2.96?109 9.14?109 92400 
41~50 2.96?109 5.13?109 67500 










































Table 4(b) Story stiffness and damping coefficient of oil damper (60-story) 
 
Story no. fjk  (kN/mm) 
1 ,3(kN s/mm)jc ⋅  
(1) 5%dh =
(1) 10%dh =
(1) 15%dh =  
1 2349 221 441 662 
2 1101 103 207 310 
3 895.2 84.1 168 252 
4 819.9 77.0 154 231 
5 780.6 73.3 147 220 
6 753.4 70.7 141 212 
7 730.1 68.6 137 206 
8 705.6 66.2 132 199 
9 673.6 63.2 126 190 
10 622.4 58.4 117 175 
11 481.4 45.2 90.4 136 
12 392.3 36.8 73.7 110 
13 361.0 33.9 67.8 102 
14 346.7 32.6 65.1 97.7 
15 338.7 31.8 63.6 95.4 
16 333.1 31.3 62.6 93.8 
17 328.4 30.8 61.7 92.5 
18 323.5 30.4 60.8 91.1 
19 317.6 29.8 59.6 89.5 
20 308.7 29.0 58.0 87.0 
21 279.4 26.2 52.5 78.7 
22 260.4 24.5 48.9 73.4 
23 252.2 23.7 47.4 71.1 
24 247.7 23.3 46.5 69.8 
25 244.4 22.9 45.9 68.8 
26 241.6 22.7 45.4 68.0 
27 238.7 22.4 44.8 67.2 
28 235.4 22.1 44.2 66.3 
29 230.8 21.7 43.3 65.0 
30 222.7 20.9 41.8 62.7 
31 191.2 18.0 35.9 53.9 
32 172.0 16.2 32.3 48.5 
33 165.2 15.5 31.0 46.5 
34 161.9 15.2 30.4 45.6 
35 159.7 15.0 30.0 45.0 
36 157.8 14.8 29.6 44.5 
37 156.1 14.7 29.3 44.0 
38 154.3 14.5 29.0 43.5 
39 152.3 14.3 28.6 42.9 
40 150.0 14.1 28.2 42.3 
41 140.0 13.1 26.3 39.4 
42 138.1 13.0 25.9 38.9 
43 136.0 12.8 25.5 38.3 
44 133.8 12.6 25.1 37.7 
45 131.4 12.3 24.7 37.0 
46 128.9 12.1 24.2 36.3 
47 126.1 11.8 23.7 35.5 
48 123.1 11.6 23.1 34.7 
49 119.8 11.2 22.5 33.7 
50 116.1 10.9 21.8 32.7 
51 112.0 10.5 21.0 31.6 
52 107.4 10.1 20.2 30.3 
53 102.2 9.59 19.2 28.8 
54 96.16 9.03 18.1 27.1 
55 89.15 8.37 16.7 25.1 
56 80.88 7.59 15.2 22.8 
57 70.99 6.67 13.3 20.0 
58 58.92 5.53 11.1 16.6 
59 43.83 4.12 8.23 12.3 











C  2C  3C  4C  5C  
5% 0.000 -0.001 0.032 -0.249 1.554 
10% 0.000 -0.001 0.033 -0.316 1.747 







C  2C  3C  4C  5C  
5% 0.000 -0.001 0.033 -0.498 4.770 
10% 0.000 -0.002 0.050 -0.579 4.056 







C  2C  3C  4C  5C  
5% 0.000 -0.001 0.042 -0.723 6.056 
10% 0.000 -0.001 0.046 -0.652 4.561 
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Fig.1 Damping force-velocity relation of oil damper 
 
Every story height = 4m (each building model)




(a) 10-story 3-bay (b) 20-story 3-bay (c) 40-story 5-bay (d) 60-story 5-bay
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(a) 10-story 3-bay building model           (b) 20-story 3-bay building model 
 


















































(c) 40-story 5-bay building model           (d) 60-story 5-bay building model 
 






















































































(i) (1) 5%dh =               (ii) 
(1) 10%dh =             (iii) 
(1) 15%dh =  
(a) 10-story 3-bay building model 
 













































(i) (1) 5%dh =               (ii) 
(1) 10%dh =             (iii) 
(1) 15%dh =  

















































(i) (1) 5%dh =               (ii) 
(1) 10%dh =            (iii) 
(1) 15%dh =  












































(i) (1) 5%dh =               (ii) 
(1) 10%dh =             (iii) 
(1) 15%dh =  
 (d) 60-story 5-bay building model 
 
Fig.5? Maximum horizontal damping force maxLjf  in linear oil damper and its approximate 
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(i) without dampers                        (ii) (1) 15%dh =  
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(i) without dampers                        (ii) (1) 15%dh =  
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Maximum interstory drift (mm)
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(i) without dampers                        (ii) (1) 15%dh =  
 (d) 60-story 5-bay building model 
 
Fig.6? Maximum interstory drift and maximum interstory velocity of building frame with 























































(a) 10-story 3-bay building model            (b) 20-story 3-bay building model 
 












































(c) 40-story 5-bay building model            (d) 60-story 5-bay building model 
 
Fig.7 Absolute distribution of participation factor x interstory eigenmode of building frame 




















































(i) (1) 5% ( 1.1)dh Z= =??   (ii) 
(1) 10% ( 1.0)dh Z= =??   (iii) 
(1) 15% ( 0.9)dh Z= =??  
(a) 10-story 3-bay building model 
 
















































(i) (1) 5% ( 1.0)dh Z= =??   (ii) 
(1) 10% ( 0.8)dh Z= =??   (iii) 
(1) 15% ( 0.6)dh Z= =??  
 (b) 20-story 3-bay building model 
 
Fig.8 Maximum horizontal damping force maxLjf  in linear oil damper and its approximate 









































(i) (1) 5%dh =               (ii) 
(1) 10%dh =             (iii) 
(1) 15%dh =  
 (a) 10-story 3-bay building model 
 





































(i) (1) 5%dh =               (ii) 
(1) 10%dh =             (iii) 
(1) 15%dh =  








































(i) (1) 5%dh =              (ii) 
(1) 10%dh =            (iii) 
(1) 15%dh =  



































(i) (1) 5%dh =            (ii) 
(1) 10%dh =            (iii) 
(1) 15%dh =  
 (d) 60-story 5-bay building model 
 
Fig.9? Maximum horizontal damping force maxLjf  in linear oil damper and its approximate 
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(i) (1) 5%dh =              (ii) 
(1) 10%dh =           (iii) 
(1) 15%dh =  
 (a) 10-story 3-bay building model 
 





































(i) (1) 5%dh =             (ii) 
(1) 10%dh =            (iii) 
(1) 15%dh =  








































(i) (1) 5%dh =             (ii) 
(1) 10%dh =             (iii) 
(1) 15%dh =  



































(i) (1) 5%dh =            (ii) 
(1) 10%dh =             (iii) 
(1) 15%dh =  
 (d) 60-story 5-bay building model 
 
Fig.10? Maximum horizontal damping force maxLjf  in linear oil damper and its 








































(i) (1) 5%dh =              (ii) 
(1) 10%dh =             (iii) 
(1) 15%dh =  
 (a) 10-story 3-bay building model 
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(i) (1) 5%dh =             (ii) 
(1) 10%dh =            (iii) 
(1) 15%dh =  








































(i) (1) 5%dh =               (ii) 
(1) 10%dh =             (iii) 
(1) 15%dh =  
 (c) 40-story 5-bay building model 
 

































(i) (1) 5%dh =              (ii) 
(1) 10%dh =            (iii) 
(1) 15%dh =  
 (d) 60-story 5-bay building model 
 
Fig.11? Maximum horizontal damping force maxLjf  in linear oil damper and its 
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            (i) (1) 5%dh =            (ii) 
(1) 10%dh =           (iii) 
(1) 15%dh =  
 
Fig.12? Maximum horizontal damping force maxLjf  in linear oil damper and its 
approximate predictions (1) max{ (2 )}j d fjY Z h Q  and 
* (1)
max{ (2 )}j d fjY Z h Q   
(Hachinohe NS 1968 (Lv.2)) 
 
 
(Bare frame: frame without oil damper)
(1)
max max{ (2 )}Lj j d fjf Y Z h Q=
Evaluate maximum story shear                 of bare framemaxfjQ
(1)
dhSpecify damping ratio            of oil damper
Prepare correction factors
, , , maxRj i j i Lj id L f=
, 0.5 1.0
(0.5 is most economical)
j iL = 
Maximum damping force 



























participation vector        

















absolute value of interstory drift
participation vector  
(a)                              (b) 
 Fig.A1 (a) Participation vector, (b) Absolute value of interstory drift participation vector 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
